
hi-vis workwear overall cheap price reflective workwear jacket,
high quality latest style reflective jacket

 
Competitive Advantages:

As one of leading manufacturers of safety products in Wuhan, China more than 11 Years, we
mainly produce and supply our products to Europe, North and South America and Middle
East.Two Pattern Designers over 20 years experience. The newest software for pattern
making,efficient and precision. Eight QC inspector control the quantity from
Cutting,Sewing,Packing,Ironing all the way, about Two hundred 10-15 years experience
workers,strong accountability mechanisms.
1.Over 11 Years leading manufacturer in Wuhan.Professional and Honest.
2.Free to make counter samples.
3.SGS Report available.
4.About 200 workers are over 10-15 years experience,strong accountability mechanisms.
5..Over 20 years experience of our two designers,they are skillful at the newest software for
pattern making,efficient and precision.
6.8 QC inspectors:constroling the quality from Cutting,Sewing,Packaging,Ironing all the way
 

 

Dscription
 

* 2 chest pockets with velcro

* 2 side pockets

* reflective tapes on leg

* front closure with zippers



 
 

 
Specifications:
 
 

Material
 

 polyester/cotton fluorescent fabric

Size

 

 European size, american size, asian size(form xs to 5xl) or coustomized size

Feature

 

 High quality, comparable price, punctual delivery

Design

 

Not only can we make according to customers' sample, 

but also we can help design it

 



Logo

 

 Offer making logo

Samples

 

  The samples time is about a week, and if the samples are urgent,

we can push it

Delivery Time

 

 Within 35-55 days after deposit and samples confirmed

Manufacturer
 

We are direct manufacturer, we can guarantee the quality, 
delivey time and everything

 

 

 

Applications:
 

Industry Places Oil, Gas station,Mining,Offshore,Road,Factory,Electric
Worker,Logistics,Gardening

Construction and

Logistics

Construction worker,builder, driver,porter,courier,staff of

transportation

Daliy Life Police,Cleaner,Sanitation

 
 
 

 

 
 
Delivery details
 
(1) sample:3-7days after confirming all the details
(2) Bulk products:45-55days after pre-production sample confirmed
 
 
Shipping:
 
1) FCL-Full Container Loading.
2) LCL-Less Container Loading.
3) Express.
4) Air Shipment

Payment:
 



1) T/T.
2) Paypal.
3) West Union.
4) Escrow.
 
Order:
 
1) We can make sample according to your design drawing.
2) We can make design according to your sample, then remake sample.
3) Make mass production after your confirm the sample..
 


